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 HELLO THERE! Welcome to the New Year! Above, you see another one of my family 
reunion pictures, this time from a meeting of the heads of the clan to discuss some sensitive family 
business, if you get my drift. Pictured from left to right are my dad Reland, and uncles Deland, Leland 
and Weiland. Notice the Bock Beer sign over Uncle Weiland’s head. That’s obviously what they’re 
drinking; just look at the color of the beer in their glasses. Another family tradition with some roots. 
I’m so proud! 
 I’m particularly tickled with this issue before you. I think it may be our best effort to date, 
both in terms of the volume of contributions, and the quality of same. We’ve got a little something for 
everyone in this one! Coasters, labels, lithos, cans, and oh yes, SIX PACKS! I want to thank all those 
who responded to my pleas to make this issue, #6, The Commemorative 6 Pack Issue. I think you’ll 
enjoy it. Lot’s to see. 
 I want to thank, in no particular order; Rich La Susa (who provided the bitchin’ cover shot, 
among others), Bob Porter, the ever faithful Steve Armstrong, Jim Plant (wait’ll you see!), our 
Artiste–In- Residence one Andy Galamba, BCCA Vice Beer Dave Gausepohl, Father Phil, and our 
other Officers, Dave Reed and Jerry Trowbridge. Thanks to you all, this is a good ‘un! 
 Which shouldn’t let anyone think that everything’s hunky dory in GOATZETTE land. 
Without the continued stream of contributions from the ENTIRE membership, this rag will get rather 
boring very quickly. There’s a radio station near here that threatens the listenership with the repeated 
playing of Kum-ba-ya forever unless their request line gets a little more imaginative. I’d hate to have 
to resort to those kind of tactics. You’ve been warned! 
 Actually, I’ve been pleasantly surprised by the steady stream of stuff coming my way. I’d just 
like to see it come from a larger cross-section of the membership. Hey, we KNOW that you’re sittin’ 
on some great Bock ephemera that we haven’t seen. As an unnamed friend of mine would say, “you 
gots to give it up”. Send it in and let us all drool over your ability to snag Bock regalia we can’t find a 
way to get our hands on. 
 Hang on, I gotta get another beer……ahh, that’s good! A Schell Caramel Bock (thank you 
Jay Martin!). I’ve been saving that one until a special moment, and by damn, this is it! Can’t think of a 
better time to quaff a gift Bock than when we’re talking like this. You should be here. 
 CONTINUED ON PAGE 7 
 
 
 

YOUR EDITOR HAS TOTALLY LOST IT PAGE (s) 



FROM PAGE 3 
Speaking of being somewhere, let’s not forget that the Blue/Gray show in Fredericksburg VA 

is right around the corner. Be there or be square. I have SCORED there every year, not to mention the 
40 odd barrels of great Micro beer that appears (including occasionally a generally lethal Bock of 
some species). I remember several years ago the Blue Ridge Brewing Co. of Charlottesville VA sent 
over a Dopplebock that lowered the cumulative IQ of the assembled by at least 40 points before it was 
vanquished. If you are a regular, you may remember. If so, that means you didn’t drink much of that 
barrel!  

If you don’t, either you hit the Dopple heavily, or you missed yet another reason why you 
should always be at this show! Just send the missus a large bouquet of flowers before you leave town, 
and apologize for missing Valentine’s Day for a month afterward. Just think about the weekend, and 
grin to yourself in private during your time in Purgatory. 
 I simply had too much cool stuff that HAD to go in this issue to waste space with a 
Treasurer’s Report. If you would like to see one, send me an email and I’ll get one over to you. The 
bottom line is that we had 73 out of 85 members renew (an 85% renewal rate!), we carried a positive 
balance into the New Year, and it looks like we’ll be fine for the year. I splurged a bit on color this 
issue, but I think you’ll be glad I did. Right now, it’s costing us about $12.00 a year to get 4 issues a 
year in your mailbox (color ain’t cheap!), and the difference is more than made up by our annual 
Raffle at Canvention. So, please continue to support the raffle, by both buying tickets and by 
contributing raffle items. 
 There is an up to date 2004 Roster included this time around. Get in touch with your fellow 
Bocksters, tell ‘em you like their GOATZETTE articles, visit the ones close to you, call the ones far 
away and hound them about any spare Bock items they may want to part with. Speaking for myself, 
my door is always open, I’ve got spare beds, and I’m sort of on the way to the southern beaches if you 
go there for vacation. For the southerners, I’m between you and Blue/Gray. When Canvention is in 
Charlotte, I’m 2 ½ hours East. Just call first! If there are any errors in the Roster, please let me know 
(except for Davey Launt’s entry. You can’t claim the notice about goats and maidens wasn’t yours!). 
 I am being neglectful if I don’t mention that our newest member, #85, is the infamous Bob 
Kronk. Known as Mr. Lucky in some circles (Horseshoe up his *** in others), you may remember 
Bob as the fellow who has won the 1st Prize in our Canvention Raffle 2 years in a row! Now for the 
ugly part. The first year, I cajoled Bob into buying tickets with the sure-fire line, “Forget about 
whether you should buy tickets, Bob. Just buy ‘em. You won’t win.” Then, the second year, I came 
back with “Just buy the tickets, Bob. How can you not buy ‘em, after winning last year?” So, I can’t 
imagine what will come out of my mouth this year, but Bob, you have to buy more tickets! Oh, yeah. 
One more thing about Bob. When you meet him at a show, ask to see his Black Label Bock can! It’s 
unique, and he carries it to every show!  
 The one other bit of commerce we engage in is the selling of T shirts. There are about 5 of the 
original Merry Bockster T’s left, and they are soon to be collector’s items. By popular demand, we 
will be unveiling a new T at the Blue/Gray show! The design is a closely guarded secret, but unnamed 
sources report there will be more colors in the design, and the goat (s?) is (are?) very distinctive.  I 
can’t wait to see it! Can you? 
 I should also mention, in my capacity as Secretary/Treasurer/Editor/Sybill, that the BCCA 
allowed us to use the $10 Gift Certificate we won for our 2nd place finish in the Newsletter 
competition to pay for our Chapter Renewal fee for 2004! I thought that was pretty cool. Thanks, 
folks! 

I think that’s enuff out of me for now. Head on into this issue with a FULL cold one right 
beside you; you won’t want to get up to go get another one! I hope you enjoy it as much as we enjoy 
getting it in your hands. Just remember, the next page could be WOWing your fellow Bocksters with 
YOUR favorite Bock goodies, if you’d just send in your articles, photos, or whatever. If you send me 
the item, I will return them after the payment of a small handling fee! 

 Now, go indulge yourself! 



 
 
 Here we go, folks, with a pictoral rendering of 6-packs from days gone by. Every one of these 
6ers was used for flattop cans, and date back to earliest days of hexa-can-al packaging. Thanks goes out to 
all who sent in these gems for us all to enjoy. And away we go! 

A pair of 6s from 
our VP, Jerry 

Trowbridge. The 
package on the 

left held the first 
Meister Brau flat, 

the brown flat 
USBC # 99-1. the 

Eastside box, 
with the 

Zobelien’s eagle 
on top, once held 

the“BigGoat” 
can, USBC #58-11. 

  
Here’s a 
Prager Bock 
box that once 
held USBC 
#32-28. 
Thanks to 
Rich La Susa. 

The Hulls, 
from Tom 

Hull himself,       
once held 6 of USBC # 84-28. The side panel matches the crown on bottles. 

A nice pair of Regal Bock 6’s, with their cans beside them. Notice that these two are a sort of hybrid of a 
bottle six pack, with the upright handle above the cans, rather than simply holes in the top cover. Early six packs 

displayed a variety of different designs, before the plastic ring carrier took over. Most were the wrap-around 
variety, and provided brewers with a nice large canvas to use for advertising their wares.From Prez Dave Reed. 

 



Another gem from Dave Reed. This 
Meister Brau flat, USBC #99-3, even 
features the Meister Brau pledge on the side 
of the 6 pack carrier. You also see “the 
Custom Brew” highlighted on both the 6er 
as well as the can it held. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
Yet another oldie from Dave, this 

Utica Club 6er was the home for the first 
UC Bock can, USBC #142-28. Notice the 

“tastiest Bock in Town” blurbfeatured 
both on the carrier and on the can itself. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Dave cheated a little bit, so I guess I can, too. Dave sent in this photo, showing a Pabst can 6 pack, the 
matching CASE (couldn’t wait until Issue #24, could you, Dave!), and a 6er of Pabst bottles. So, I splashed a nice 
photo Warren Hardaker sent in of a 6 pack of the Pabst ziptop, from LA, no less, over the corner, where the 
bottles were. You’ll see them on another page anyway.  Thanks, guys! 



And Now, A Word From Our 
Officers… 

 

First, our President….…… 
Greetings Bocksters: 
  I hope that all of you closed out 2003 with a wonderful Christmas and enjoyed 
a safe New Year's 2004 celebration!  It’s hard to believe that in another month or so 
we will be beginning another year of tremendous can and breweriana shows, truly 
kicking off with the 25th Annual Blue Gray event in Fredericksburg, VA.  This show 
will be held again at the Ramada Inn on February 12th to 15th. Surely we can't 
expect a repeat of last February's weather as everyone was enjoying the weekend? 
It should be a great time for all that attend, and I'm sure that there will be many new 
treasures available, as there always seems to be something new discovered and 
brought to this show. 
  While things usually slow down this time of the year with the on-line auctions 
(E-Bay, etc...), there continue to be some great opportunities for Bock collectors to 
add to our collections. Recently an Old Topper Bock Crowntainer (USBC#198-5) 
was listed on E-Bay.  The can was in pretty decent condition with some spotting and 
loss of the silver to the top of the can, and was apparently was recently discovered. 
Overall, it was a nice addition to someone's collection, selling for a little over $1000.   

I recently added a nice can to my Bock collection, with the acquisition of a 
Trommer's Bock flat (USBC #139-36). It truly makes us realize that whether you are 
searching on the internet, flea markets, auctions, estate sales, or at can & 
breweriana shows, there are many nice pieces that can be added to our collections 
with a little luck and perseverance. 
  Well, that's probably enough rambling for now!  Make sure that all of you keep 
sending articles, photos and other items in to Jim for upcoming GOATZETTE 
issues.  This is now the 6th issue and as we already seen, it is by far the best 
newsletter available from any chapter of the BCCA.  We all need to remember to 
continue contributing in any way that we can so that it remains creative, informative 
and a lot of fun to read.  Until next issue. 
 Happy Collecting! 

  Dave Reed 
 

…. And Next, our  Vice – President 
Greetings Bocksters: 

It is my first epistle as your president of vice.  As old age creeps up at an 
alarming speed, I still have the memory for this job!  I'm sure our new president is 
overfilling my shoes of the great first year of this unique chapter. I remain confident 
that in a few short years we will be a dominant factor in the Brewery Collector's Club 
of America (if we aren't already!). I am really looking forward to the articles in this 
issue on Bock 6-packs.  I only submitted a few photos, the only ones I have with any 
significance are 50's PBR, 60's Meister Brau and a fairly old Eastside green/white 
can pack. I know that editor Jim will turn those killers you all have submitted into 
another "Best Of Show" article.   

How ‘bout that runner-up finish in the newsletter contest??  Not bad for a 
chapter still learning to run before we can race - hats off to Jim R - keep up the good 
work buddy!!  Have a great Holidays, everyone. As we travel the trade-show circuit 
in 2004, look me up - let's talk and I'll see you all in Dearborn.   

Jerry Trowbridge 



 



Bob Porter 
A friend recently purchased a collection with a surprise, an Esslinger Parti-Quiz Bock 

with bock in black! I had him bring it to a recent show at Pottstown, Pa. The can matches 

the one shown in the BCU (66-10) in all respects, including facts. It is not the same can 
however, as the one in the BCU resides in a Jersey collection at this time. According to Larry 

Handy, the one in the BCU was a one-of-a-kind until this can showed up. The can is from 

the first quiz set and lacks the Part-Quiz designation on the sides of the label. The can was 
manufactured by Crown Cork And Seal and has the fancy crown logo with the word can at 

the bottom of the crown located at the bottom left of the seam. The first fact is "13 stars 

form a circle on the 1st U. S. flag". All who examined the can came to the consensus that it 
wasn't a fake. The bock overprint is very even; it had wear that matched the rest of the 

can. 

 



 
The Microbrewery 6 Pack Review 

 The microbrewery movement began in the early 80’s, with pioneers like Anchor Brewing Co., 
Sierra Nevada, and a host of now defunct breweries paving the way. They all began as draft-only 
concerns, but quickly grew into the bottling business, as the acceptance of micro beer spread. Now, a 6 of 
micro is as common as a national brand at the store (Hallelujah!). Here’s evidence of that fact. 

 I want to thank everyone who sent in photos for this spread. It wouldn’t have happened without 
your support. I also want to apologize in advance for all the errors I’m sure I’ve made in attributing these 
pictures, and providing details about them. On with the show! 

On the left, 
Minnesota Brewing 
Co’s. Landmark Bock, 
with great full-color 
graphics on the side 
and end. 

To the right, an 
early 6 pack from 
Nashville’s own 
Market Street Brewery, 
which was barely open 
during our 1994 
Canvention there.  

 
 

Here’s a 
pair of Kessler 6 
packs. On the left is 
a very early one, 
with simply a 
BOCK sticker 
added. To the right 
is a Dopplebock 
6er, with history of 
the brewery 
included. Both from              

        Steve Armstrong. 
 
A pair of 

carriers from two 
brewers showing 
opposite ends of 
the creative 
labeling spectrum. 
Atlanta’s Dogwood 
Brewing and their 
wild Bock Lager 6, 
and Chicago’s 
Baderbrau and very 
conventional 
labeling on their 
packaging.  

 
 
 



 

 



 
Part 1! Yes, I said Part 1 ! 

DATELINE:  SPINKS ROAD,  NC  
Incredible Can Collection Found! 
12 Bocks cans in accumulation, including rarest Bocks from 1930’s! 
Editor’s Note: What follows is the note that Jim Plant sent to me, along with pictures of the Bock cans (all 
different!) he acquired. As I am still trying to recomport myself after having seen these cans in person, I’ll let Jim 
tell this story in his own words……more on this find in the next issue of the GOATZETTE! 

“These bock cans were among a small collection of 101 cans I acquired through the daughter of an 
American Can Company employee. She had stored the cans in an attic after her father’s death. When she moved 
last year, the better condition cans were sorted out and the rest were tossed into a garbage bag. A friend picked up 
the bag. In the bag were 8 various Krueger cans, so the friend set about trying to find out about Krueger cans. 

Since my web site 
features a page 
dedicated to Krueger, 
she contacted me 
about the cans. At 
first, eight cans were 
all I thought existed. 
However, as things 
progressed, she sent 
me photos of all the 
cans she had. Later, 
the better cans, saved 
by the original 
collector’s daughter, 
entered the picture. 
Finally, all 101 cans 
had surfaced. After a 
brief negotiation and a 
quick trip to New 
Jersey, I had all the 
cans safely tucked 
away in 2 can totes. 
At this point I had not 
had an opportunity to 
look the cans over, 
other than from the 
fuzzy photographs and 
during the exchange. 
Finally, I was able to 
start learning more 
about the cans. Jim 
Romine asked a bunch 
of pesky questions 
about the bock cans 
that evening and 

seemed exasperated that I didn’t comprehend the rarity of some of the bock variations. As it turns out, many of 
the cans in the collection are the earliest example of the can.  

I guess, as a can company employee, one had access to cans as they were first produced.”  



Ballentine’s OI with W. 16th St Address   Esslinger’s OI w/Patents Pending! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Two Different – Krueger’s and Krueger Bock Instructionals, both with Patents Pending! 

A pair of Scheidt’s Valley Forge Bocks – the first OI versions, with 5 paragraphs (unknown!) and 6 
paragraphs, both Patents Pending versions! 

 
 



 
By Steve Armstrong, BCCA #26414 

 
 

Hello fellow Bocksters!  By the time you read this Christmas & New Year’s will have come and 
gone.  I hope all of you had a great holiday season & that Santa brought you something for your 
collection.  Do you think Santa drinks Bock beer to stay warm in his sleigh?   

This issue continues with older bock beer coasters from the Jacob Hornung Brewery in 
Philadelphia. 

The next older bock beer coasters to be featured are the 8 sided Hornung’s White Bock Beer 
coasters.  There are at least two variations to this coaster.  If anybody has other variations, please let me 
know so that the rest of you know also.  These coasters can be viewed in the Beer Coaster Mania web site 
(http://members.aol.com/gbarone/index.html, then click on Coaster Guides).  The Pennsylvania beer 
coaster guides have been developed by two collectors, Len Rosol and Phil Wood.  Both use similar 
identification codes for this coaster and both are listed below. 

Hornung’s White Bock: 

    
 

This particular coaster is double sided.  The back side of the coaster is for Hornung’s Londonderry 
Ale and features several tuxedo clad men around a fancy stage coach or carriage.  The “printer’s bug” is 
located on both sides of this particular coaster.  The Rosol guide uses the number of HORN006 while the 
Wood guide uses pa-horn0012.  There is also the same coaster that has the color of blue instead of black 
pictured in the Phil Wood guide and that reference number is pa-horn0011.   

The other 8 sided coaster is exactly the same design and coloration as the first one described 
above.  The only difference is that it does not have the “printers bug” on the coaster.  Rosol’s guide does 
not picture this coaster while the Wood guide uses the number of pa-horn006. 

The U.S. Beer Coaster Guide by Thomas Byrne (1980) pictures the coaster without the “printers 
bug” and assigns it the number of 506.  Byrne dates the coaster to the period of 1935-1940.  The 1980-81 
coaster price guide associated with the Byrne book gives this coaster a value of $3-$5.00.  Of the 
examples of this coasters I have seen sell, the price does not seem to have risen very much. 
  

http://members.aol.com/gbarone/index.html


The Jacob Hornung Brewing Company was located in Philadelphia, PA and was in operation from 
1885-1920 and again between 1933-1953, according to American Breweries II.  During pre-prohibition 
days, the business used the name Tioga Brewery.  The name was changed to Jacob Hornung for use after 
prohibition was repealed.   

I would like to ask for your help in continuing this column with older bock beer coasters.  I have 
exhausted my supply of older bock coasters to feature at this time.  Starting with the next Goatzette issue, 
I’ll start with microbrewery bock coasters.  If you have an older (or newer) bock beer coaster that you 
would like featured in this column, please send me a photo, photocopy, or any other information you 
have, especially variations such as those that have been noted with other bock coasters in previous issues.  
Until next time, I hope you ‘coast’ through the long, cold winter months with your favorite goat by your 
side.  
 



 
 
Now we present evidence that 6 packs were wrapped around bottles, as we’ll show wrappers with the 

bottles! These are as a rule older than the “Coke” style 6’ers, where the (generally) longnecks were dropped 
in place in a carrying tote, as we’ve already seen with the newer Microbrew 6’s. Most of these shown date to 
the 60’s and 70’s, coinciding with the end of mainstream Bock Beer offerings.  

Here’s a good assortment of what we mean. All non – returnables, and all in the classic wraparound 
container style with tip-outs for the crown on top of the bottle. That served two purposes: you could see that 
they were all there and full, and it locked the bottles in to stabilize them during transport. Notice the notation 
on the Drewerys wrapper, calling attention to their “glass cans”! And yes, we cheated a bit in including the 
Genesee 8 Pack. Blame Dave Reed. He sent this in! 

 
Another pair of six’s from the same era. Notice the National bottles; this is an odd one in that the 

bottles feature the tall twist off caps (similar to quart bottles). Arrow simply printed BOCK on standard 
wrappers, while National created a unique and bold cover for their Bock product. 



 
Part  2! Yes, ANOTHER great find ! 

 
DATELINE:  SOMEWHERE IN SOUTHEASTERN PA  
The “Fictional” Esslinger Parti-Quiz Can Found! 
First Confirmed Example Seen Since USBC Book Published! 
Editor’s Note: What follows is the note that Bob Porter sent in. Thanks again to yet another Bockster assuring 
that the GOATZETTE is the Magazine of record for new Bock finds! Here it is……. 

“A friend recently 

purchased a collection with a 
surprise, an Esslinger Parti-Quiz 

Bock with bock in black! I had 

him bring it to a recent show at 
Pottstown, Pa. and had another 

friend take a picture to send in. 

 The can matches the one 
shown in the BCU (66-10) in all 

respects, including facts. It is not 

the same can however, as the 
one in the BCU resides in a 

Jersey collection at this time. 

According to Larry Handy, the 
one in the BCU was a one-of-a-

kind until this can showed up.  
The can is from the 

first quiz set and lacks the Part-

Quiz designation on the sides of 
the label. The can was 

manufactured by Crown Cork And 

Seal and has the fancy crown 
logo with the word can at the 

bottom of the crown located at 

the bottom left of the seam. The 
first fact is "13 stars form a circle 

on the 1st U. S. flag".  
All who examined the can 

came to the consensus that it 

wasn't a fake. The bock overprint 
is very even; it had wear that 

matched the rest of the can.” 
 



 
By Beer Dave Gausepohl 

Contrary to many beliefs, Bock Beer does not come from the dregs at the bottom of the brewing tanks. 
It is not brewed in the spring, because that is when the brewery is cleaned. Surprisingly this old wives tale is 
still in circulation today. A brewery must be cleaner than a swimming pool in a hospital, or they will soon be 
out of business. All brewing vessels are cleaned and sanitized after each use. 

Bock is a style of lager beers. Lagers are beers brewed using bottom-fermenting yeast and they are aged 
at cold temperatures, for long periods of time. Lager is from the German word lagern, which means to age or 
store. Bottom fermenting simply means that when yeast is finished converting the sugars of the wort into 
alcohol and carbonation it will settle to the bottom of the fermentation tank. This may be the origin of the 
bottom of the tank story. Most beers brewed in this country are lagers. The craft beer movement has changed 
this somewhat but the large mega-brewers mostly make lagers. Bock beers date back to the eighteenth century. 
They are traditionally brewed in fall or winter for release in early or late spring. This dates back to pre-artificial 
refrigeration when the only source of cold was the snow and ice of fall and winter. The beers brewed in the late 
fall and winter months, were buried in caves under layers of ice cut from rivers or streams, snow and straw. 
This blanket of cold produced the ideal temperature for these beers to age and mature. Early and late spring was 
the time when this aging process would end. The beer was then run through its final processes and released to 
market. 

Bock in German refers to “billy goat”. The town of Einbeck or (Einbock) Germany is where this style is 
thought to have originated. The goat is also the symbol of Capricorn, the season when bock beer is brewed and 
aged. A famous tale tells of two men bragging of their stamina, when it came to drinking. So a contest was held 
to determine a winner. One of the Einbeck breweries provided a special beer for the contest. About half way 
through the challenge a stray goat is said to have run through the compound. In its rampage, the goat is said to 
have knocked one of the contestants to the ground. As he protested his fate, this contestant yelled “Ein Bock” 
“Ein Bock”. He was blaming the goat for his misfortune but the towns’ people ruled in favor of the other 
participant and blamed his fall on Ein Bier Ein Bier Ein Bock Bier. These are some of the reasons, why today 
goats are used in bock beer advertising. 

March nineteenth, the feast of Saint Joseph is traditionally when Spring Bocks are blessed or christened. 
This is also around the beginning of Munich’s Frühjahrsbierfest. This is the German equivalent of Mardi Gras. 
When Lent would begin many religious orders would begin to fast, during the six weeks of Lent. Since meats 
and other sources of protein were given up, a new source of sustenance had to be found. Luckily one of the 
greatest sources of sustainable protein is beer. Lent created a great demand for hearty robust beers, during the 
fasting periods. Back then bock beers tended to be dark, heavy, unfiltered, robust, and potent as well as sweet. 
Maybe years ago beer novices assumed that this dark thick cloudy brew must be what settles to the bottom of 
the tanks. 

Bock beer has many varieties and substyles. By definition bock beer is a dark, sweet, robust lager. Pale 
or Helles bocks are lighter in color because they are brewed using paler and less malts. This lower use of malt 
allows the hop ratio to appear more pronounced. Double or doppel bocks traditionally have double the grain 
load of a pale bock and because of this heavy grain usage, they are bigger in many ways. They are darker, 
sweeter and more potent than their pale bock counterparts. Mai-bocks (May) are brewed in late winter for 
release in early May. This variety tends to be very well balanced between the sweetness of the malts, and the 
spiciness of the hops. Their color tends to be right between a lightness of a pale bock and the deep mahogany of 
a doppel bock. A Weizenbock is a cross between a Doppelbock and a Hefe Weizen (unfiltered wheat beer). This 
brew is sometimes referred to as a liquid “Bananas Foster”. The Yeast imparts a banana flavor and the roasted 
malts add a nice caramel flavor. Erdinger Pikantus is a great example of this style imported into the United 
States from Germany. The Eisbock style is actually lagered in temperatures below freezing. This allows ice 
crystals to be pulled out, and yields a much more concentrated finished product. Eisbock almost resembles 
distilled beverages in flavor and strength. This is the origin of today’s mass marketed Ice beers. 



 
 Here’s a promotional poster that hung in a Beer Distributor’s warehouse in eastern Pennsylvania in the 
late 70’s, featuring Schaefer Bock Beer in sixes, and explaining the virtues of selling lots of Schaefer Bock Beer. 
It even goes so far as to offer the possibility of sales commission incentives for pushing extra quantities of Good 
Ol’ Schaefer Bock Beer. Pictured beside the poster is a full six of the original article. I acquired this poster several 
years ago at the old Chambersburg, PA show, and have had the Schaefer 6’er for a coon’s age. Check out the bad 
puns included in the pitch!  “Don’t be Sheepish, Ram in a Stock of Bock.” Whoa! 
 



THE�BOCKTOON�
�

By�Andy Galamba 



 



 
By Steve Armstrong, BCCA #26414 

 
The bock labels featured in this issue’s column come from the Great Falls Breweries, Inc. of Great 

Falls, Montana and the Anaconda Brewing Company of Anaconda, Montana.  The Great Falls label is from 
the 1950s while the Anaconda label is IRTP and most likely a 1940s label. 

During pre prohibition days, what was going to become Great Falls Breweries, Inc. after prohibition 
was repealed was known as the American Brewing and Malting Co., or just the American Brewing Co.  This 
brewery was in business from 1895 to 1918 and sat on the west side of town near the confluence of the Sun 
and Missouri Rivers.   

The post prohibition brewery also had its roots in one other pre prohibition brewery in town, the 
Montana Brewing Company, operating between 1894 and 1918.  The two breweries were in the same part of 
the city and were relatively close together.  When the new brewery opened in the 1930s, the brewing 
operation was housed in the old American Brewery building while the Montana Brewing facility was used as 
the malt house. 

According to American Breweries II, the Great Falls Breweries, Inc. went through several name 
changes through its ca. 35 year business operation.  During the mid to late 1940s (1944-1949), the name of 
the business was the Sick’s Great Falls Breweries, Inc.  At one time, at least 11 western breweries were 
under the guidance of the Sick operation.  The Great Falls Brewery eventually went the way of other smaller 
breweries and closed its doors in 1968 after being overseen by Blitz-Weinhard Co. of Oregon the previous 
two years.  Great Falls’s early post prohibition bottle labels contained pictures of the American and Montana 
Brewery buildings, likely as a marketing tool to help initial sales after repeal. Their first flat top cans (USBC 
74-20 through 22) continued to portray their early history, however, only the American Brewery is depicted 
on this label. 

To date, I’ve not seen another similarly designed bock label so I’m unable to say if this is a stock 
bock label design that would have been used by other breweries across the country.   

The Anaconda Brewing Co. also began operating in the late 1800s and was busy brewing beer for 
many of the local miners and smelter workers in the area from 1895-1918.  The brewery manufactured 
various soda products during prohibition and reopened as a brewery in 1933.  The business was a success 
until it finally closed its doors in 1958.  Unlike the early Great Falls labels, they did not feature any building 
likeness on their bottle labels.   

This is a stock bock beer label that was used elsewhere across the country. 

   



HEY, HOW ABOUT THAT! 
  
 
Here we go with another installment of HHAT. I hope you’re enjoying these. We present, for your 
viewing pleasure, two versions of the same Bock beer can with a subtle, and probably largely unknown, 
difference. 
 This pair, brought to you by fellow Bockster Marc Tracy, reveals a rather exotic Bock can with a 

variation in its closet you might not have 
ever seen. 
 

These PON Feigenspan Bocks are the 
Non- instructional variation, USBC #63-
7. You see a slight color variation, but 
that’s all, right? 
WRONGO! HOO HOO! Look below at 
the closeup of the back of the cans! The 
can on the left has the larger 
KEGLINED logo, with the IRTP notation 
underneath. Below that is “Patents 
Pending”. The can on the right has the 
smaller KEGLINED logo, without the 
IRTP, but with2 Patents, others Pending 
listed, with the canning plant # below!  
 
The right side of the cans varies, too!  
The left can has the brewery info, and 
the canning plant #. The right can has 
the IRTP below the brewery mandatory. 
 
You could have your HHAT shown on 
this page. Send in yours to the Editor, 
and be nearly famous! 

 
 
 
  



BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE BAAAAADBOY’S GOATMATE     

OF THE MONTHOF THE MONTHOF THE MONTHOF THE MONTH    
 

 
This Month’s 

Goatmate is one 
of the more 

famous Bock 
Beer posters out 
there, the lovely 
Manayunk goat.   

 
These posters 
were found in a 
hunting cabin in 

Northeast 
Pennsylvania 

about 10 years 
ago, nailed to the 

roof rafters for 
insulation. There 

were 40 odd 
examples in this 

cabin!  
 

The poster dates 
from the late 30’s 

timeframe, and 
the brewery was 

located in the 
Manayunk 
borough of 

Philadelphia. 
 

Another example 
of classic Bock 
art, don’t you 

think? 
 

You can have 
your Goatmate 

grace this page.  
Please send your 

personal vision 
ofBOCK Beer 

loveliness into 
the GOATZETTE Editor. 



 
 

It’s Here!!!!! 
  It’s Here!!!!! 
   Yeah!!!!! 
 

 
 
 
Jim Romine 
1316 Gormly Cir 
Sanford, NC 27330 
 
 
 

       
 

 


